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Abstract
This diary study is investigating the strategies used by an

experienced EFL teacher, when he was learning a second language,
Arabic in this case, in a short individualized oral course with formal
and informal conversational classes taught by an Arabic speaker. The
purpose is to observe: a) the learning and communication strategies
used by the learner; b) the kind of metalinguistic knowledge that the
learner employs to aid the participant in his learning; and c) the
inferences and hypothesis made during the learning process and how
these were confirmed or unconfirmed.

The learner participant’s native language is Spanish and she
also speaks fluently Lithuanian, and English. The participant will be
asked to keep a journal of her experiences during the learning process
which will last eight weeks. The entries will be written in a semi-
systematic way. The teacher (the researcher) will also keep a diary of
the learning aspects where he will note down the strategies used by the
learner and the difficulties experienced in the process of learning the
language.

Both of these data sources will be analyzed to find patterns,
regularities or salient events. It assumed that the analyses would
indicate that there are multiple strategies being used, such as memory,
cognitive or metacognitive strategies.

The Literature Review

Most language learning processes and strategies are not
observable because they occur within the learner and do not
necessarily involve production. Cohen (1984) states that classroom
observations are useful in that we can record physical movements of
our students, the words they utter, etc., ‘but [we] cannot capture what
they are thinking about, how they are thinking, or how they feel. Thus,
observation regarding language learning behavior is generally limited
to students who speak outloud “(p.101). Besides there is a need to
acquire precise and factual insights about learners conscious thought
processes, that is, those that they are aware of, Therefore, in order to
access these phenomena, we are urged to recur to naturalistic research
methods (Ochsner, 1977; Brown, 198?;) that include some kind of
verbal reports from learners themselves (Scovel, 1979, Bailey, 1983).
These methods that allow some kind of access to learners’ internal
processes and knowledge have been borrowed from related field of
studies such as linguistics, sociology and psychology. They are known
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as introspective methods (Faerch & Kasper, 1987) as well as by a
variety of other names such as verbal reports, verbal statements,
verbal data, verbal protocols, thinking-aloud and retrospection. Faerch
& Kasper, (1987) mention that a common feature of these
introspective methods is that “ they use data, informants’ own
statements about the ways they organize and process information, as
an alternative or supplement to inferring their thoughts from
behavioral events” (p.9). Furthermore, they state that during the realm
of behaviorism introspection had been seen as a forbidden procedure
but with the paradigm shift towards a more mentalistic conception of
language, such as cognitivism, new gateways were opened for
researchers to inquire into mental processes and strategies employed
by language learners.

Radford & Burton (1974) give a clear view of the role of
introspection in second language learning and the current feeling in
the field of its relevance and appropriateness of use, they state”

Introspection gives us information about experience. It yields
data otherwise inaccessible. It may, besides, bring to light facts that
might otherwise be ovetlooked, or stimulate us to ask new questions.
Like any technique, it has peculiar difficulties, especially when used
in odd circumstances. These, however, are the hazards of science (p.
395).

Cohen (1984) mentions as introspective methods three basic
categories, which are self-report, self-observation and self-revelation.
Self-reports are learner statements based more on learners’ beliefs on
how they learn and are rarely based on the observation of any
happening. Self-observation refers to the inspection of specific
language behavior, either while the information is still in the short-
term memory, i.e., introspectively, or after the event, i.e.,
retrospectively (usually after twenty seconds or so). Retrospection can
be immediate (e.g., within say, an hour of the event) or delayed (a few
hours, days, or even weeks after the event) (p.1 02).

The last one, ‘self-revelation’ takes place simultaneously
when the action (strategy, conscious thought process, etc.) is
occurring and the learner thinks-aloud and states his thoughts,
feelings, etc.

In relation to data from self-observation Cohen & Hosenfeld
(1981) make a clear difference of the thin line between introspection
and retrospection when they state that what started as introspection

wind up as retrospection. They explain that” if the introspection



of the mental state is immediate (within a few seconds), then we will
refer to it as “introspection”. If, however, observation does not take
place at once, we will refer to this as “retrospection (p.290).

Furthermore these two authors make a difference between two
kinds of retrospection: ‘immediate retrospection’ (recollection right
after the event) and ‘delayed retrospection’ (recollection after more
time has elapsed -say, an hour, a day, or even a week).

We must remember as Gillette (1987) states that “Language is ... a
human activity which , as such has rarely proved to be easily
quantified” (p.269) and it is through introspective methods such as
self-observation that we can help us gain access to aspects of language
learning that would have been unapproachable to inquiry before.

These self-observations, which use delayed retrospection, can
take the form of a language learner diary where “daily events and the
thoughts and feelings related to them [are recorded] in a log-like
fashion, paying particular attention to cross-cultural adjustments and
efforts made and avoided in learning the target language, both in and
out of class” (Schumann and Schumann, 1977, p.243). Bailey and
Ochsner (1980) define a diary study as: “A diary in second language
learning, acquisition or teaching is an account of a second language
experience as recorded in a first person journal.., the central
characteristic of the diary studies is that they are introspective: the
diarist studies his own teaching or learning (p.189)”.

Many researchers who favor introspective methods for second
language research mention, that diary studies can help learners report
on affective factors, language learning strategies, and their own
perceptions -facets of the language learning experience which are
normally hidden or largely inaccessible to an external observer.

Furthermore, Bailey (1983) mentions that in many diaries the
personal language learning histories of the learners are stated. The
purpose of these as Bailey (1983) explains are “that they will
contiibute to an understanding of the personal factors involved in the
current language learning experience” (p.71) because each learner’s
history brings unique elements that affect the learning process of the
individuals involved. Only by knowing their history can we
understand how the interplay of these distinct elements cause a
specific conduct or performance. It is through self-observation and
self-monitoring that an individual can open the doors to his or her
internal world of learning and show the paths used to acquire the
desired knowledge. Learner diaries not only uncover a hidden realm



of personal unique learner variables but as well provide
developmental data, which can help us understand and augment our
current knowledge of second language learning (Bailey, 1983, Long,
1979, Schumann and Schumann, 1977).

Another benefit of diary studies is that they allow teachers to
understand what their learners are going through, what learners are
doing when they learning, so that teachers can profit from the
information found in the diaries and reorganize their curriculum
towards more flexibility and creativity in learning (Oxford, Lavine,
Felkins, Halloway & Saleh, 1996,).

Of course, there are wealcnesses to these types of studies such
as the ones pointed out by Schmidt and Frota (1988) where they state
that diaries are “... idiosynóratic and of dubious generalizability, what
they report is subjective, already filtered through perceptions and
possible the biases of the learner, and exceeding difficult to verif~’”
(p.338).

In the present study a learner (called from now on the learner)
will study Arabic orally in short individualized program course taught
by a native speaker of this language (called the teacher). The purpose
of this program is to observe and monitor through self-kept diaries
(one by the learner and another one by the teacher): a) the learning
and communication strategies used by the learner; b) the kind of
metalinguistic knowledge that she employs to aid her in her learning;
and c) the inferences and hypothesis made during the learning process
and how these are confirmed or disconfirmed.

METHODOLOGY

I) Participants: (The learner)

The learner kept a journal of her experiences and observations during
the learning process approximately during the six-week period (formal
classes and informal conversational classes). In it the researcher tried
to do some introspection of how learning was perceived and record
the most salient aspects of her learning experience. These entries were
written in a semi-systematic way, that is, both learner and researcher
usually recorded the data sometime after the classes or after their
individual reviewing process.

The leaner is an experienced EFL teacher who speaks three
languages fluently: Spanish, Lithuanian, and English. Her native
language is Spanish and she learned Lithuanian during her early years
at home with her parents who are Lithuanians. English was learned
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later at the age of 8 when the whole family moved to the USA. Her
brother, sisters and herself before coming to the USA studied for a
few months in an American school where all subjects were taught in
English. They acquired at this school very basic skills. She remembers
having a hard time understanding the language the first three months,
but after attending regular school classes she started to understand and
communicate without problems. She lived in the USA till the age of
12. She mastered the English language very well, speaking it fluently
and accurately having hardly any foreign accent.

In her undergraduate years she studied one semester of French
where she was considered a very good learner and got the highest
mark in her class. One aspect that called her French teacher’s attention
was that English rather than Spanish was interfering in her
pronunciation.

Having acquired a lot of metalinguistic knowledge through the
undergraduate and graduate program as well as through the years of
experience as an EFL teacher. She thought that it would be interesting
to find out what learning and communication strategies she would use
in learning an unknown language, what kind of metalinguistic
knowledge she would employ to aid in learning; and what inferences
and hypothesis she would make during the learning process.

II) The teacher

The researcher of the present study is from Saudi Arabia. He
holds a BA in English from a Saudi Arabian University as well as an
MA in TESOL and a Ph.D. in Rhetoric and Linguistics from an
American University. The researcher has had a good experience in
teaching EFL approximately twenty years and has taught EFL in
Saudi Arabia at different levels from elementary school to College
level. Besides teaching English he has also taught Arabic and Islamic
courses in elementary schools.

During his graduate studies he has been able to teach on
weekends Arabic in different Islamic centers. His third language is
Urdu. He learned Urdu when he was in Pakistan from 1980 to 1981.
Although he did not use Urdu for a long time but still he can
understand and communicate with people spealcing that language.
The researcher was in charge of providing the syllabus and the
instruction throughout the four-week period of class. He would design
activities that will help promote the learning of Arabic. He would also
monitor the researcher-leamej~’s progress and keep a diary of the
aspects observed in class. In addition, at the end of the program he



would apply a speaking and listening test with another colleague to
see how much was leaned and the level of proficiency reached
Data sources.

Multiple sources of data were used, so besides diaries that
were kept (one by the learner and another one by researcher) there
were also tape recordings ‘of the formal classes and this data was
triangulated which helped towards the issue of ‘credibility’ and
‘transferability’ in the data analysis. The recordings were used by the
learner to go over the clash and be able to relive the moments enjoy
experienced and write down the elements that were taking place at the
precise instant. It worked functioned as a self-stimulated recall.

ill) The Language

The selection of the Arabic language was selected on the basis
that the learner had no previous knowledge of this language and that
the researcher is a native speaker of this language. This lack of
previous knowledge will enable us to see what elements the learner
employs to learn the Arabic language and how these elements were
used facilitate or complicate her learning process.

iv) The Classes

The objective of these sessions were to help the leaner learn
some language, acquire skills to be able to communicate basic needs,
express personal feelings, acquire information, socialize and
comprehend basic vocabulary and structures. The classes took four
weeks of formal instruction of twice sessions per week, each session
continued for 45 minutes A Saudi Arabic dialect was taught twice a
week in two pedagogical hour slots. These classes were taught using
an individualized program course designed by the researcher using the
communicative approach. In this course the learner and the researcher
worked together on a one-to-one basis and only the oral language was
taught. The reason for excluding the written language was due to the
complexity that this would bring such as having not only to learn all
the new sounds and structures in Arabic but a new alphabetic system
of writing as well. Furthermore, another aspect taken into account was
the short time the individualized program was used (16 pedagogical
sessions of 45 minutes each), so due to these factors no written
language was employed. TO keep track of the oral language taught to
her, the learner transcribed all lexical items, expressions, and
structures and kept a recor4 of them. She tried to use PA transcription
as much as possible. Thesetranscriptions served as the only source for
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her individual learning, studying and way of reviewing the materials
taught in Glass All classes were tape-recorded

Among the materials used in class there were handouts made
by the reseacher that contained the English script of the dialogs where
the leaner would transcribe the Arabic version. Furthermore, the
teacher taped dialogs with another native speaker of Arabic. These
recordings were used in class for listening and for the learner to take
home and practice.

Besides the scheduled classes there were also 2 hours of
informal conversation classes twice a week where the leaner
practiced conversing with a native Arabic woman by going out to
different settings such as supermarkets, coffee shops, restaurants,
department stores, etc. Furthermore, there were two visits to a Saudi
Arabian women’s social gathering (See Appendix A). These
gatherings worked as a natural communicative setting where the
learner was exposed to authentic language and served as a practice
medium as well as a source of comprehensible input

As far as testing instruments used in this program, there was
no pretest because as it was explained previously the leaner had no
background knowledge of Arabic. There was a final oral test. This test
tried to assess the vocabulary, phrases, expressions and structures
leaned during the teaching period. The test consisted of two parts,
one for speaking and the other for listening. The former included
picture descriptions, role-plays, and questions and answers. In the
latter, recognition of pictures, understanding the main idea and some
discrete information from~ an oral text, follow conversations and
understand messages that concern everyday life activities, etc.

v) Analysis

The class recordings and the dia.ry were scanned and analyzed
to find patterns, regularities or salient events that could emerge from
these data that would indicate the kind of strategies employed in
learning Arabic as well as the kind of metalinguistic knowledge used
and how it aided in the learning process.

The different data sources (class recordings, learner diary and
teacher diary) were triangulated in order to obtain ‘credibility’ and
‘transferability’. A thorough description of the setting, situation and
participants (voices) was provided.

In this case study, the teacher described and analyzed a short-
term course in Arabic that we called “Survival Arabic”. It is Survival



because it focused on the essentials of spoken Arabic that would
suffice a non-Arabic speaking person to live and use the language to
fulfill the learner basic needs like shopping, reserving a hotel, calling
a cab, etc. The purpose of this study was to observe the strategies that
the teacher used to teach a Saudi Arabian dialect to an experienced
EFL teacher as well as to observe the aspects in the language learning
process that facilitated the her learning or cased diffidulties.

Findings

From learner perspectives

Different findings emerged from data analysis. These findings
are: (1) varied learning strategies used in learning productive skills in
Arabic; (2) the limited strategies used to aid her communicate her
ideas in real communicative settings;

Varied learning strategies used in learning productive skills in
Arabic.

Following Oxford (1990) classification of strategies The
researcher found that most of learners’ strategies used were direct
strategies, those that need mental processing of the language,
summing up to a total of 107 strategies used. The most common direct
strategies used were the cognitive ones 58/107, representing 53.21%
of all the direct strategies used (see Table 1), followed by memory
strategies 35/107, representing 32.11% and finally compensation
strategy which yielded 16/107, representing 14.6%.

Looking closely at the cognitive strategies (see Table 2) it was
found out that ‘analyzing and reasoning strategies’ and ‘practicing’
encompass the main type of cognitive language learning strategies
used. The former produced 30/56, which represents 53,57% and the
latter 26/56, which represents 46,43%. Oxford (1990) points out that
analyzing and reasoning strategies are among the most commonly
used strategies used by adult language learners because they “tend to
‘reason out’ the new language. They construct a formal model in their
minds based on analysis and comparison, create general rules, and
revise those rules when information is available” (p.44). From the
learner diary The researcher found multiple instances where she was
‘reasoning deductively’ -“using general rules and applying them to the
new target language situation” (Oxford, 1990, p. 46). “This strategy
involves deriving hypotheses about the meaning of what is heard by
means of general rules the learner already knows” (p.82). For
instance:
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When we were practicing the form “What’s your
name?” AM told me to ask his wife the question and I
remember from a conversation we once had that for females
you add IV at the end and so I said / I ismákj/? and Au was
surprised and I told him that I remembered that his wife had
told me this when she told me the word “drink “in Arabic.
(pJ)

Once I knew the gender of the words I was able to
predict most of the dual for the words. I remembered from a
previous class that Au had told me that feminine in the dual
take the sound It! and you add /einl so I was able to predict
most of the duals correctly. (p.10)

Then I realized something about bad in behavior that it started
similar to ugly /mahl but the difference is that one is followed
by hi and the other by Iu! I suppose that the one with/il is
probably a feminine word and the one with In! is a masculine
one (p.11).

Fle asked me to say wife from husband and I successfully
predict that by just adding the Ia! at the end it would be wife.
(p.16).

We then went on to asking “how many
brothers/sisters/aunts/uncles/cousins,’ do you have? When I
was in class I didn’t realize that in Arabic we did not use the
plural forms but singular in the questions. I need to find out if
it was a mistake or that’s the way it is in Arabic. (p. 16).

I transcribed all the pronouns in the sentences and questions
that he mentioned and placed as he had said those that
belonged to me, those that referred to you (male and female),
those that referred to her and those that referred to he or him
(which he only mentioned one). Looking at them transcribed I
can only come up with that when I refer to myself the pronoun
is at the end and ends in Iii or /ja/. When it refers to you there
is a /k/ at the end but if we refer to a female we add an /i/ to the
/k/.When we refer to her we use /mahá! at the end and when it
is male ImuJ.Now I would have to test with Ali all these
endings with family members to see if it applies. That’s what
P11 do next class.(p.17)

Then he also he gave the plural for ‘stand up’ and ‘sit down’. I
repeated after him these words several times in singular
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feminine, and plural. Now that I am reviewing I see that these
two plurals end in /u/ none of the words I had seen had such a
plural ending maybe it is because these two are verbs (p.27)

The researcher also found out that the learner used a rather
significant amount of ‘analyzing contrastively’ strategy. Oxford (1990)
mentions that this strategy tends to be used very naturally by
beginners. It refers to looking for similarities and differences in
comparison to one’s own first language (Li). In her case she tended to
associate with not only my Li Spanish but also with her other two
languages Lithuanian and English:

We also started with naming objects and the forms
‘Singular: What. is this? What is that? Dual: What are these?
Plural: What are these? What are those?. He explained that in
Arabic there is dual, but in other languages, this does not exist
so, this a new concept for me. He also explained to me that
gender is pointed out in singular, dual and plural. Ali goes into
a lot of useless explanations for me. I perceived /haza/ as
/hada/ instead of the interdental voiced fricative. Ali corrected
me. I was curious and asked if they had many compounded
words in Arabic but Ali said they had some but not too many. I
explained that Lithuanian has most of its words compounded.
(p.4-5)

I noticed that some words had different gender that the
ones I had in Spanish for example ‘door, chair’ in Arabic are
masculine while in Spanish they are feminine. While ‘car’ in
Arabic is feminine in Spanish it is masculine. This confuses
me but what can I do try to learn them. (p.5)

He then took out a card which had a lighter shade so I
remembered that in the last class Ali had told me this so I
looked into my notebook and stated ‘light green’ remembering
that the order was that of Spanish ‘verde claro’ so I uttered the
two Arabic words. Ali laughed and said very good. (p.6)

I tried to make a question stating ‘how much is the
black book?! but I kept the English word order instead of
saying !asued kitab!. I still need to practice this. I made the
same mistake several times in the lesson. The rule has not been
internalized yet English word order is prevailing. (p. 7)

I got a bit confused with the uncles and aunt. I mix up
when it is mothers’ side and father’s side. It is much easier in
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English and Spanisb where these differences exist but you can
use just one word for them (p.21)

I asked him to clari& some doubts that I had on asking
questions with “How many” I noticed that with questions with
How many the singular form was used instead of the plural
like Spanish and English. Mi explained that in Saudi Arabic
the singular is used and people know that it is plural because of
the word how many. (p.21) Now that I think it over yes in
Spanish we do have this ‘sientense’ ‘parense’. I understand
now.(p.28)

I told Ali that I know that I tend to place In! instead of
/mJ at the end of words like in ‘bathroom’ in Arabic because in
Spanish we hardly ~iave (or we don’t have I’m not sure) final
words with !mJ. So I’m aware of some of my probable
problems and I understand why I have them. (p.28)

From Teacher Perspei~tives

The main findings can be summarized in the following:

1) The need of an eclectic methodology that emerged from the
short Arabic program.

2) Characteristics of “a good language learner” that were
displayed by the learner of this study.

3) Specific language problems that the learner conflited when
learning A Saudi Arabian Dialect.

The need for an eclectic methodology that emerged from the short
Arabic program.

At the very beginning and before we started this study the teacher
was planning to use the communicative approach in his teaching, but
when he started the classes, the teacher found out that he was using
repetitions more. That made him ask himself if he was doing audio-
lingual approach. In audiolingualism Blair (1991) reported:

language was viewed largely as a definable set of structures
with lexical exponents, which could be learned inductively,
pattern by pattern, by means of a rigorously planned and
carefiuly executed program of instruction based on the laws of
conditioning and reinforcement. (p.24)

This made the teacher think again if what he did was effective
or not. Should the teacher follow the audio-lingual method? In an
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attempt to interpret this, the teacher would say that this pattern drill
practice was more appropriate and consistent with the behaviorism
theory of language learning. Language is learned through imitation
and repetition. It is a habit formation process. An outlandish
interpretation could be that since this is the most prevalent method, the
Audio-Lingual Method in, Saudi Arabia, and since this is how the
teacher taught EFL

However, in this case study the teacher used translations most
of the time but not following exactly grammar-translation method. He
followed some of grammar-translation’s technique in his teaching;
like giving the instruction in the native language of the students
(English in this situation) or translating sentences from the target
language (Arabic) into the mother tongue(English) (Celce-Murcia
1991). He thought that the learner should acquire a good vocabulary
that can help her in future to make complete sentences. The researcher
tried to break the rules and use multi-approaches that he learned in his
EFL teaching experience . In this context, Fanselow(1987) supports
breaking rules for the sake of innovation and interesting learning.

As we explore, ~rather than seeking prescriptions and
judgments from others, rules (can be) broken that we teachers must
seek alternatives from those in charge, rather ourselves or our peers,
and that we must work alone within our autonomous isolated and
lonely classroom, rather than with colleagues. (p.7)

Similarly, Long (1991) supports non-traditional, multi methods
that create innovation in teaching. He observes “. . . many have
stopped pretending that any one method is a panacca or at least that
they know which one is, most nevertheless continue to use method as
a unit of analysis in their professionally oriented courses” (p.39)

Besides these various methods, I tried to fuse in my teaching
some important cultural aspects from the Arabic culture in order to not
only motivate and making learning more interesting but to help the
learner how this language is intertwined very deeply with cultural
factors; like greetings which are long in Arabic culture.

I believe the most important thing in Arabic culture and in any
other culture is greeting. I agree that in Arabic we use a lot of greeting
phrases and words. In Saudi Arabia and most of Islamic World we
start greeting with /as salaam alykum! /~≤~iz ~1J/ which means “peace
be upon you.” Then we move to /marhab/ /~j4 hello, lkeef halek!
/~LL ‘-~how are you /ahlanl P.AVwelcome/ and most of the time we
ask about the health and family members. Culturally, a Saudi want s
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to show guests that they are warmly welcome. I like very much what
Gebhard says about this trait in Arabic culture: “ human
interaction is more highly valued than being on time” (p. 114) In every
class I was aware enough to teach her the value of greeting and review
that with her at every beginning and ending for each class.

3 found greeting very difficult and too long to use. Unlike
Arabic, greeting in English and Spanish is short and quick. When I
started teaching her greeting, she paid a little attention to that. I tried
to come over this by practicing greeting in the beginning of each class.
I also went beyond that by using Arabic greeting when I met her in
class or talk to her on the phone. This technique succeeded and made
her use greeting automatically with my wife without asking her to do
so.

From the first meeting

J learned how to greet people in Arabic and even.
practiced the greeting with my wife. I wanted her to feel
comfortable and relaxed to make her learning experience
easier so she can learn faster and it also gave her the chance to
practice what she is learning with my family.

When I asked her that we are going to get more greeting
phrases, I noticed her surprise when she asked how many greetings do
we have in Arabic? I told her that there is some sort of greeting for
every occasion.

From the eighth meeting

In this dlas~ I taught her a new way of greeting. I
explained to her that Arabs like to greet each other a lot
especially if he/she is well known to the person. We have some
words we use in the morning and others in the evening. We do
not have anything for the afternoon and this “good afternoon”
caused a lot of trouble for me when I taught English as a
foreign language in KSA. I did not know how to translate this
term into Arabic. In Arabic we have “good morning” and
“good evening”, but we do not have “ good afternoon”.
Anyhow I explained to I this concept.

In Arabic we have a special greeting response for “good
morning” ~~ii ~—o / sabah alxer/ we say ~~3.flI &÷— /sabah
alnor/ and for “good evening” /masa alxerf ~ *La.4 we say
/mas alnor/ ~~3i ~
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In this regard Porter and Samovar (1996) explained “Culture
enables us to make sense of our surroundings, adding the translation
from the womb to this new life. “ (p.12). And they also added “From
how to greet strangers to how to spend our time, culture provides us
with structure.” (p.12).

On the other hand, the learner has been a good learner in the
sense of

her ability to use different techniques and approaches to facilitate her
learning. As Michael H. Long (1991) argues in Focus on Form: A
Design Feature in Language Teaching Methodology,

A good learner will attempt to discover for himself his
preferred techniques or his particular learning strategy so as to make
his own language learning ‘more satisfying. It follows that he is also
prepared to learn from his or other people’s experience and to modify
his approach accordingly (p.311).

Hence, The researcher believe the learner’s long experience
with teaching methodology has facilitated the use of reciprocal (the
interaction between the teacher’s methodology and the learners
methodology) and has also helped in making learning easier. “The
good language learner has sufficient linguistic knowledge to face up
realistically to difficulties and complexities of the second language.
He understands that and therefore makes an active effort to understand
rationally the new L2 reference system and to accommodate himself
to it emotionally” (H.H. Stem: What can we learn from the good
language learner? (p.313)

Characteristics of “a good language learner” that
were displayed by the learner of this study

In the literature review of this paper, the reader will notice the
rich background J has in linguistics and second language learning.
This excellent background can be seen clearly in her strategies. From
the very beginning she used a linguistic chart in all the meetings. I
gave her a chart of WA and a chart of Arabic sounds. She found these
charts very helpful to her.

I consider J a very good learner. Her long teaching experience
as well as her sophisticated knowledge of teaching methodology and
Linguistics background made her acquire the language quickly. I
noticed that she adopted these experiences in her learning of this new
language. Her approach was through transcription. She used to
transcribe everything in the class. This was the way she learned the
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language. In this regard, Stem (1980) says, “A good learner will
attempt to discover for himself his preferred techniques or his
particular learning strategy so as to make his own language learning
more satisfying. It follows that he is also prepared to learn from his or
other people’s experience and to modify his approach accordingly”
(p.311)

Association is another strategy that the learner used. She tried
most of the time to find out ways to link Arabic to Spanish and
Lithuanian. Comparing between J Li (Spanish & Lithuanian) and
Arabic was one of the most amazing things I found. She has a very
good ear to notice the new sounds and new words in Arabic and then
tries to associate this new word with her native language (Spanish &
Lithuanian). For example she associate six in Arabic with seven in
Spanish which are the same pronunciation /seta’/. And when I taught
her how to say, “which city are you from?” She told me that this
sounded similar to Spanish /ahi medina! in one of our classes I was
talking to my wife to reduce the heat /dranal, J told me we have the
same pronunciation in Lithuanian for some crazy person.

Specific language problems that the learner confuted
when learning the Saudi Arabian Dialect

1) Numbers

I believe that numbers are very important in any language.
Learning the numbers is the easiest thing the learner can start with.
We started the first two classes with numbers. The funny thing in
Arabic scripts that we use the Indian numbers in Arabic while the
Western world uses the Arabic numerals. I tried to explain to J that in
Arabic, it is the opposite of English. For example if I am saying the
number “twenty one” in Arabic, I should say it “One and twenty. I
used numbers in most of my classes especially when I taught her the
prices and how to use them. The learner used her main strategies to
acquire the numbers. J tried to find links between the languages she
knew and Arabic. She found two numbers are sounded like Spanish;
six one hundred and one thousand. Her association strategy worked
very well for numbers.

In Arabic, it is the opposite of English. For example if I am
saying the number “twenty one” in Arabic, I should say it “One and
twenty” (ca,4z j .~alj) At the very beginning of the classes I noticed
that she constantly forgets to say /wal .s between the numbers; she
used to say /wahecl ashreen/ (cD~j2’~ ~3j) instead of/wahed wa ashrenl
(~p4c. j .L.Jj) 17



Example I: From the third class

After I was sure that she understood the numbers from 1 to 20
( ‘~‘ ~ ), I added the numbers from 20 to 100 (\.‘-~. ). I
explained to her the rule in Arabic of saying these numbers. In
Arabic, it is the opposite of English. For example if I am
saying the number ‘twenty one” in Arabic, I should say it ‘One
and twenty” (~j..~ic j .L~ij) I noticed that she constantly
forgets to say /wal .3 between the numbers; she used to say
/wahed ashreen/ (&~j_~k iaIj) instead of /wahed wa ashreri]
(çcj....~Z .~g i_alj). I tried to thaw her attention to this by
repeating the words’ or by asking her to say it again. Still I can
hear her saying the numbers without adding IwaJ 3 between
the numbers. At this point I told her directly that she is
neglecting the /wa/ between the numbers.

The teacher recognized that the learner mixed between two
numbers three /thalatha/ I4.U.~/ and eight /thamamal f4~L~.i/~ This kind of
mixing made the learner come up with new number which she called
/thalamia/.

2) Masculine and Feminine

Arabic is different from English in two things. The first difference
relates to gender while the second is about the plural. Like French,
Arab has separate nouns for the male and the female genders.

J told me that in Spanish; there are masculine and feminine
words. So the learner did not have difficulty understanding this
concept. J not only undeistood this but also was able to develop a
strategy for the rest of the classes. When the teacher named any
object in masculine form, the learner directly changed it to feminine to
show that she understood the rules.

Example II: From the second class

We then moved to another step in our learning. The
new step was about naming and making questions about
objects. I began by asking, “what is this?” /aeesh hatha! (jà~I
)~k ) and then explained that Arabic is different from English in
two things. The first difference relates to gender while the
second is about the plural. Like French, we have separate
nouns for the male and the female genders. Arabic has also
singular, dual and plural nouns for the genders.
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3) Dual in Arabic

Unlike English, Spanish or Lithuanian, Arabic has singular
dual and plural nouns. This was the first time for J to learn about dual.
Thackston (1994) stated that dual: “For two of anything Arabic
employs the dual number, which is completely regular in its
formation” (p. 19). There is a nominative suffix and oblique suffix.
The dual normative suffix, which is added to the base of the noun (i.e.,
the noun without its inflectional endings), is Ian1 stated in words man
/ragull becomes men /ragulanl and woman /almaratl becomes women
/almaratani/. For the dual oblique (genitive and accusative) suffix is
/ayni/ the same for man and women in deferent setuation /rajuJl dual
is /rujulayn/ and /amr / . Although, we did not go deeply in the
grammatical issue of the dual usage J not only got the idea very
quickly but she also tried all the times to apply that in every word she
learned.

4) Pronunciation

In Arabic there are 28 consonants and nine vowels. (See
appendix). Philps (1995) notice that:” ... they are 28 consonants and
they are preannounce according to the first letter of their names”
(p.13).

During these lessons, J had a hard time pronouncing two
sounds 1W and /1/. These two phonemes do not exist in either English
or Spanish. Ziaded and Wnder (1957) defined 1k! 1c1 as:

As unvoiced phar~geal fricative formed further back and
lower than Ix/

iei and entirely without velar vibration. The back of the tongue
is depressed to alniost the same extent it is when a doctor
examines the throat and depresses it artificially. The sound
may be mastered by realizing that it is similar to a stage
whisper, but formed farther back. It can be produced by
whispering ha as loudly as possible. (pA)

They also defined /?/ ‘a’ as: “It is generally regarded that !?/ ~
is a voiced correlative of/k! 1c1 (p.5). I also noticed that she found a
way to deal with this problem. She used the chart and her hands to
find out the place of these two sounds. The can be seen from the
second meeting and continue for most of the classes. I explained to
her that with more practice, she could be able to pronounce these
sounds.
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J started the class by greeting everyone in the house in
Arabic. I noticed that she can hardly pronounce the two letters
fbi c f?f e•
The learner used her own strategy to solve this problem. The

strange thing was that she could pronounce these sounds individually.

Example III: From the third meeting

She asked about the places of some sounds on the phonetics
chart we have. Every sound I made, she asked me to show her
from where this sound came. I notice that she used her hands
to feel the vibrations of the voiced or voiceless sounds. She
did that to make sure that she found the right place of sounds.

Example IV: The fourth Meeting

I noticed that she still had some difficulties saying the
letters fbi and /t~. She mixed between fbi and Ixf, and she also
mixed between fi! and 11(1. When I listened to the tape that I
recorded during the class, I found out that she could not say
the sounds of fbI and /?f, which are voiceless and unstressed in
Arabic. The farthest she could go was to say /K! and !X!.
These two sounds [[Cl and /X/ are voiced and above 1W and I?!.
I explained to her that with more practice, she will be able to
pronounce these sounds.

Example V: The seventh meeting

She agreed with me that the sound of/hi and !?I are the
most difficult sounds she met.

As a strategy I told her to use fbi for /hl and Ia! for!?! and that
will help people understand her although she still sounds foreign. I
explained to her that I have hard time with my accent in English.
Although I know this strategy might cause her some embarrassment,
this is the only way at this time to get over her problem.

5) The test

There was no pre-test for this study because the learner has
no background in Arabic. This was the first time the learner learns
Arabic. At the middle of this course, I set a quiz to test what the
learner has acquired. The learner was the one who asked for the quiz
to test her memorization abilities. In the quiz, I gave her words
written in English and asked her to say them in Arabic. There were
three questions and each question contained eight words. The last
question was more advance as it contained two phrases.
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For the final exam, it was different. The exam has two main parts:
listening and speaking. For the listening test, I recorded a tape for that
purpose. There were two questions the first one was about the
numbers. I recorded the numbers and asked her to circle the number
she heard. Out of 15 numbers she got 14 numbers correctly. Tn the
second question, I tried to test her listening ability and find out if she
can understand the whole numbers in different orders. I also tried to
combine the numbers (3 &8) she used to mistake all the times and mix
them in a three-digit number, but again she missed one of theses
numbers that contain the two numbers within (683).

The second question in listening was completely different. In
this question, I tried to examine her understanding in communication.
I recorded a conversation between my wife and me that mimicked a
real conversation in a store selling clothes. While listening to the
recorded conversation, she had a multiple choice questions to choose
the correct answer. For each question, there were four choices that
have one correct answer. I asked her about place, time, color and
price. Except for colors, she correctly answered the four questions.
She justified that she learned one way of saying colors and that was
not the same one she heard on the conversation. When I went back to
my journals, I found that was true, so I exclude that question from the
test.

The second part of the exam was on pronunciation. In this
part, the learner had to speak and say the numbers for the first
questions. Again I noticed that she mixed the numbers 3 and 8.
Ironically, she came up with a possible number, /thalamial. In
question 2, there were pictures and I asked her to give the names of
each picture in Arabic. She did very well in this part except for saying
the word ‘cucumber”, because the picture was not so clear and she
thought it was a “banana.” But when she read the word under the
picture she said it correctly. The third question for the speaking part
was to role-play with me and pretend that I am a friend she met in the
mall carrying fhtures in my hand. I asked her to start with greeting
using the morning greeting after saying hi and following the parts of
greeting she learnt. In this question, I was testing her ability to use a
semi-real language situation that she could have been into it.
In this exam, I was tryin~ to find out how much does the leaner got
form 12 hours meeting during the last four weeks. And I was also
trying to make sure if the learner has got onto the first step of
communication.
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In conclusion it ajpears that diaries are usefui research tools
because they show us what is significant to both the teachers and the
learners through the retrospective endeavor, which by conventional
research methodologies would be unattainable. I believe that was a
fascinating experience. It is very good thing to learn new languages
and master them. Personally, I hope to learn more languages so that 1
can understand the cultures of these languages. In Islam, learning
languages is highly recommended. My teaching experience with the
leaner has been very beneficial for both of us. We have both learned
from each other and have agreed, if there is a chance in the future, we
will continue this work.

Appendix

Table 1.- Direct and Indirect Strategies used

Strategies Total

1.-Direct: 107

Memory 35

Cognitive 56

Compensation 16

11.-Indirect: 78

Metacognitive 45

Affective 18

Social 15

Total 185

Table 2. Direct Strategy: Cbgnitive Strategies used in both settings

Cognitive Strategies Total %

A.-Practicing: 26

l.Repeating 13

2,Practicing naturalistically 13

B.-Analyzing and reasoning: 30

1. Reasoning deductively 12
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2. Analyzing expressions 5

3. Analyzing contrastively 11

4. Transferring 2

Total 56
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